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Sigma sigma sigma hazing
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they die. It is  for the sentry to instruct the candidate whom she is at all times, unless he is indicated to kneel or unless the C.R. indicates kneeling with a press on the floor. At the minute the candidate enters the room until the cerim is fully complete, it is the focus of all the affection. Cupbearer moves from member to member with upright dignity.
Special µ are candidates for initiation to sit in silence in the waiting room, which is ³ the preparation room and the starting room as much as possible. The ³ are to reach the ground and are perfectly attached to present an adapted appearance. The sentry takes them to another room while the start room is dismantled, supplies put out. C.R. takes the
candidate by the left arm gently and eats to move to the ³ sanctuary. Now hidden from your understanding, and you will not be given to guide others along the way up. The sentry takes candidates one at a time from the waiting room to the preparation room, where she releases the security capture on the pledge pin of the candidate (to facilitate later
redemption) and eyes the candidate before giving him the candidate's charge. So that the sentry "explains that the vice president (not CR) will take it carefully while his eyes blindfolded. (3) By offering the grape juice to the members, the Cupbearer takes care to hold the glass at each member's lips, holding the glass high enough so that no clumsy fit
or flex of the fishing by the member is needed. C.R. and candidate pass to the sanctuary of hope. Low crystal varandists of a uniform size and style are used ââ  available. Ã¢ â¬ ÅTÃ Â£ assured him well to seek the most noble - - Just look now you have not seen, by this superior view poisons all the most malleating choice forever. "For new members: ³
greet you with joyful acclaim. Ls, ³; captures the candidate's eye and smiles at her: and now I get you in the art; Call µ of our brotherhood and declare that you are not here representing a worthy and last leg Sigma Sigma Sigma and I charge that you do not act as such. It takes us when all the way seems dark, and we cast ourselves to see the sun
through the clouds that stray to hide her face. Imposing and real. Then Coppearer returns directly to LS., which passes within the circle (joining the paths through it without breaking the circle). CR: Then I shall take him to the temple. . The CR attends to the candidate in all the cerificina. (7) The banner of Sigma Sigma Sigma © placed on the wall
behind the sanctuary of love, high enough to be seen by the members. Ls: Then, Sister Cr, take her to the Sanctuary of wisdom and explain her meaning. In her hand, she holds the world Scepter of LD Movement, and at her feet are the tablets of right and the scales and the sword of righteousness. These brothers, when we take them to no extreme
fools, produce a well rounded life full of pure thoughts, high ideals and good works. Applicant: yeah. (2) It is  advisable to have access to three rooms for a start if possible: the opening room itself; an adjacent room or private room (which can be closed) for the preparation room; and a waiting room in which the candidates can sit until their beginnings
µ begin. General µ (1) The HR and the Sentinel are responsible    C.R. leaves his sanctuary and resumes his position on the left side of the candidate. (4) The altars for the beginning of the event form an arc and are organized as follows: L.S. In the middle, c.t. and C.r. ON right, S.C. and S.R. left. The C.R. never puts work around the candidate, by
gentle pressure when she does not kneel. The C.R. lifts the sheath of the candidate's dress on his heels when he kneels at the sanctuary of love to make it more comfortable and accelerate graceful without accident. L.S.  your purpose ³ entering our request to be admitted into communion and to pursue wisdom and become a better woman? Unison-by
Faith you will not triumph over the storms of life and storms. ³ each complete start. Love for our companions and love for God. Ritual in the opening room â¬ and candidate enter the opening room, with the candidate always in the right of the C.R.. Ritual in the C.R. preparation room for the candidate: should we interpret your presence here tonight as
an evidence that you would not enter the Sigma Sigma's songs? Just as the non-contact with the needle gives it a power that makes it constant to ³, so the fH can take you on the path of service. Emblems with colors for each initiated 6 robes. If only a few candidates are started, the room is cleaned of chairs and all are. It takes beginners outside the
arch formed by the sanctuaries right of the sanctuary of love, transform them to face the members - an important moment when the five sanctuaries start for the first time they sign members to form a circle. Then, at last, when the stormy journey is over, you will not enter the port of peace. The temple of wisdom, perfect as it was when the cape was
first removed from every beginner's eye remains beautiful so that the memory is untouched and beautiful. (19) The titles of the officers in the Chapter are always given in full. Ls: wisdom and power are united with faith, hope and love in the rowing of your eyes The cover of darkness and the thing that you do not see the clear light of truth, that you
cannot see the path of duty, and that you cannot have the grace and the strength to walk firmly in it. You shouldn't always to perfect the teachings of this order to which you do not now belong. By leading the candidate in the room and from the sanctuary to the sanctuary, the HR grabs the candidate's left elbow (not the forehead) and guides him
firmly. Then, our noble order to perform its highest miss, and we realize the meaning of "Sorores Simper Sumus". We are always, not for a day or for a school year, but brothers forever - "faithful to death". Brothers: "Sans Puer et sans reproche" - without fear and without reproach. L.S. Sigma. A C.R. alert makes every minute count to avoid a long
drawn cerim. The sentry is a member appointed by his guard at the entrance of the opening room at all times. The members do not drink on the face, but graciously seem to do so to give the real meaning of the form. When the last candidate went through the ritual for "A." The HR brings all others to join her before the sanctuary of love, puts them in
a semicircle and the rest of the beginning is given to all the initiates as a group. Never give your sisters any cause to doubt their sincerity, faithfulness or motives, but not undertaken to live that you will not be an ornament to our order, whose solemn vows we ³ not take. But the view comes only through the ©s of the struggle, a struggle that lifts us
above the not ©flies from ignorance, ego and bigotry in the clear light of truth and freedom. I will speak louder than your knowledge, clearer than your µ. In his eyes shines the clear light of learning, before which s³ the truth can stand. As soon as the Cupbearer has returned to the Circle, the members are in silence and eat to sing all three verses and
choruses of "Impoint and Royal". The Sentinel also assigns members to protect any other doors to the room. Now these bonds of friendship that unite us as a band of sisters are perfected, and the cement of fraternal love is scattered - that cement that unites us as always. always. decalp, si revoc, ratla ehT.eid, et lite, lufhtiaF, reven, rehra, exxrov, oT,
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ecenamrep RC o ,riuges a sodaicini siam revuoh eS .revercsed ed obaca euq acnarb arutreboc a dress (preferably with covered shoulders). and goes to your sanctuary if there's only one initiate. Just as we remove the R.C., it detaches the blindfold, but holds it in the lid of its eyes, letting the R.C. light it allows the R.C. to fall to them, so Wisdom will
dissipate the clouds of ignorance. Receive the glass with composite dignity from the equally essential member A©. It is  who incites our noblest acts and directs our purest thoughts. C.R.: Brother L.S., I bring to our temple one from the outside world, who seeks the Sanctuary of Wisdom. For what you shall not be THE MEASURE OF YOUR . Then help
me to God and keep me FIRM throughout my life. UNISON, to be sung softly. In her bands she holds an Anchor, strong enough to withstand every storm. C.R.: The following are âIf a man does not love his ³. The symbols on the covers of the altars are as follows: L.S. Closed hands  the Sanctuary of Love C.R. Crown  Wisdom C.T. Balan   s Sanctuary of
Power S.C. The angle is in front of the table, and Sumpice points to the officer. â (16) ONLY ONE GIRL  INITIATED AT A TIME. This increases the appreciation of the seriousness of the initiation ritual and makes it more impressive for the initiates. Love for God must be our inspiration to love and serve ³. The members memorize the UNISONS. L.S.
enters every new initiate in me the same way. Then eat the beginning of the ³ group. On the floor in front of the Sanctuary of Love, a pillow with the interlaced pillowcase is placed on it. Don't forget, and full of peace, As if the south wind whispered hot, Wait Wait Wait At the storm and tumult cease, "ritual for the ceremony of glasses" General
Instruction (1) The copyist is the younger member of the chapter at age. Take a place next to the officers to the right of LS members (d) join the circle next to Alumnae. Ls: sister, you, please explain the sanctuary of the fan? The CR counts with the eyes candidate sold in the preparation room (which is adjacent to the beginning room) while the sentry
returns to his pole inside the door of the beginning room . Circle is never broken. Ls: sister, does she have the ticket? Then everyone gets up and remain from pioned during the rest of the ceremony. When everyone joined his hand., LS, takes away from a new initiate and puts them in the hands together of the two members to the rightmost right of
the officers, never between two police officers as it would destroy the effect Greciano frieze made by officers in their robes. LS, speaking to the group as a whole: This chain has never been broken, save like I b reak now, to get into a new link. True love seeks to express themselves through the service and will not be denied. In his hands, she has a
light, small but always clear and constant. She points to another life by which this life is just a preparation, and in the bids they raise us for tallest and better things. C.R. Returns to your sanctuary and is behind it until the time to help the candidate again. He loves better who had served God and companion. Proper love must mean respect for that we
can keep us above all that is unworthy. C.R. Announces in advance if the sanctuary should be moved to the center of the room in silence, gently (keeping your semi-circle arrangement) while the circle is being formed. Chorus goes forward. C.R. Helps the candidate in rising. The sentry recognizes the beat with a touch * and then open the door and the
passage is changed. C.R. Then removes the pawn pin and The badge and colors of the triangle. CRC C.R. gently picks up the candidate by the left arm, guides her to turn around left and takes her to the Sanctuary of Wisdom. A Book of Rituals  placed in each sanctuary. The colors of the brotherhood are used by the initiated for three days ³ the
beginning. Fame, Fortune and Realization are subservient to you, and those who prove themselves worthy before your sanctuary can command them will. R.C. and the candidate Left, WALK to the Sanctuary of the R.C. If there is only one initiated, it can guide it; if more, she says: Please come with me. As L.S. says: .. This, like ALL shrines, is given by
MEMÃRIA. @@en-US@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@en-US@en-US@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@@enUS@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@en-US@@@@@@en-US BR@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@@@en-US@@ (13) Two sales accelerate to
a close, as a candidate can be prepared in the Prep Room while the start of her predecessor is being completed. THE CANDIDATE WILL NEVER SEE THE C.R. (OR ANY OFFICER) IN CLOTHING, until the sale is removed, near the end of the opening ceremony. The offering of the Abyx is an ancient form of hospitality, and in our Greek language it
symbolizes the end of the acceptance ceremony. L.S.: Butcher, bring the complicit and we'll make our vows. One white and two purple candles (or vice versa) are used in each sanctuary if purple candles are available; otherwise, all white are used. AA DONE ARISING FROM THE CHAIRS. If more than one candidate is initiated, the members may
remain seated during the ritual until the initiate approaches the Sanctuary of Love. The LENGTH TABLE Is Not Spoken, O   O of the chest of the candidate and the triangle, badge with colors, is fixed in the initiate. THE UNISON HOPE BE YOUR GUIDE STAR, AND YOU MUST ENTER ETERNAL LIFE. When this has been done, the L.S. asks the
Sentinel to take over the initiates again. NEVER IN THE Sanctuary of Love. You took it for yourself most solemn and binding obligation, one that does not affect your duty to God and to your family, and one which, if you observe, will make you a better woman. Ã Â KNEELING then at Love's Shrine, with your right hand on your heart and your left hand
on the Bible, open at the 13th chapter of First Corinthians, and having on it the colors and the badge of Sigma Sigma Sigma, repeat after me the following oath: I, ¢ÃÂ¦Â, of my own free will, voluntarily before Almighty God, and these witnesses, do solemnly and sincerely swear, that I will never reveal any of the secrets of this Sorority to any person or
persons of the world, except to true and lawful Sigma Sigma Sigmas, to whom such secrets rightfully belong. That in my conduct, I will strive to live as a Sigma Sigma Sigma should and that next to my duty to God and my family, I shall feel myself bound to my sisters in Sigma Sigma Sigma.Ã Â All these vows I promise and swear on my word of honor,
and on the Holy Bible in which I believe and on the badge of this Sorority, whose vows I am now taking. C.R.: Wisdom is greater than the human mind can comprehend. Sentinel: Sigma C.R.: S¢ÃÂ¦Â. CHORUS Dear steadfast mother, We would gather at thy feet, Loving each-other, Learn thy teachings sweet; Learn thy mystic meaning, Tread thy paths'
of virtue bright; Harvest reaping, gleaning, In the fields of right. When the cup is offered in this way and members do not attempt to drink from it, the impressiveness of the ceremony is not spoiled by mishaps. Wisdom, Faith, Hope and Love will reveal their Power ONLY as the self is under the firm control of the spirit in which they make their home.
(6) In addition to the candles and Ritual Book on the Love Shrine, there are also placed: (a) The Bible opened at the 13th Chapter of First Corinthians. UNISON-BE NOT WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE AND FOUND WANTING. If wait is long, Sentinel explains the significance of an INDIVIDUAL INITIATION, inspiring To appreciate your value, and the
effort of the chapter to make this experience completely personal and beautiful. You can touch soft music as the candidate is taken to the room and to the R.C. It has led it to the sanctuaries. R.C. Removes the sale. C.R.: She does not, but I'll give it to her. 4) The chapter is reminded of the ceremony of the BABA by R.C. before the beginning of the
initiation ritual. And I pray that God in all things give me a grace and force to maintain and accomplish the same. R.C. With the candidate enters the Arch of Sanctuary between T.C. and R.S. And he begins to speak to her and the candidate are directly in front of the sanctuary of love when she finishes the phrase. Soon after every unstone, it can begin
to conduct the candidate to the next sanctuary, simultaneously with L.S's instructions. for that. AMAN C.R. Leave your sanctuary and move to the left side of the candidate. Shrines are not moved unless the room is very crowded and more space is needed for the initiates to enter into the circle without embarrassment and to facilitate the movement.
Wisdom is before you. There is no complete silence as the attention is focused on at this "Nia. We ask you to go ahead to convey by the containment of your own "Personality these high truths for which our order supports. When many are to be started, tall and fresh candles should be available to replace the ones that burn down, replacing everyone in
an altar at the same time to maintain the beauty of uniformity. Be your desire to be powerful among your fellow men in everything that is good, pure and fair. Circle is broken so â € "never to L.S. Give this instruction â € "and started (s) greeted (s). To achieve this power among his fellow men, you must first be Lord of yourself - your thoughts and your
actions. AMÃ © m. C.R. take the left hand candidate and she starts to move to the of love. The candidate is maintained at ‰ than the L.S. L. Say for to It serves in this function until a younger member is started in the chapter to whom this honor passes. The cupbearer is in the bottom to the left of L.S. (5) On each table of altar is first placed a white
fabric covering: on request, the president of the National Ceremony will provide simple instructions to make table caps that are tidy and easily slipped on the tables. Sisters one for the other, good daughters for you. Avoid moving sanctuarios because this decreases the scenario and is dangerous with lit candles. It is the wisdom that brings the
capacity of clear vision. Our love for us should not take the form of an egal desire to gratify the worldly ambition. Candidate: ‰. L.S.: And now it becomes my duty to make you live in peace, harmony and good communion with all the true sisters of this order. L.S. Accept the thais and offers it for the cupbearer's lips, which is the last member to
receive the TABA. And Bandanas Banner of Sorority Shell of Love Grape juice Folding fabrics for doors, if necessary, to guarantee privacy 2 blindfolded eyes, palms, flowers, vines to highlight the beauty of the room. Sigma Sigma Sigma Beginning ritual ã, 1974 degree triâgle ã, this is the most sacred and beautiful of all rites Sigma Sigma Sigma when the placement of the triangle emblem on the heart From each initiate makes it a member of the inner circle forever. S.C.: But let go ahead, guided by our highest official, sister L.S. to the top sanctuary of love. Presenting the thais towards the lips of each member correctly is essential to improve the effect of Greek grace and beauty circle. The
new sisters are received and seated with other members, officers can sit quietly while the Sentinel refreshes all sanctuaries and replaces candles if necessary. The whole chapter begins every promise as the units and the ceremonial spirit mean. The thwhat is always offered first to the actuant , TO ANY NATIONAL OFFICER beginning beginning with
the national officer farthest from the L.S. Moving onward ALWAYS TO HER LEFT the Cupbearer offers the cup NEXT TO THE CHAPTER OFFICERS as they stand in the circle - the S.R.. (5) PASSING THE CUP (to be memorized) Cupbearer stands in the circle to the left of the S.R. until summoned by the L.S. When the CUPBEARER leaves the circle to
get the loving cup from the small table outside the circle, she does so WITHOUT BREAKING THE CIRCLE by stepping slightly backward and joining the hands of those on either side of her. Faith is doubly strong when united with Love and Hope gains color and beauty when, hand in band with Love, she leads us along the upward way. The C.R. takes
her place BEHIND this shrine, and gives her reading. (b) NATIONAL OFFICER(S), if present, stand next to the Chapter officers AT THE LEFT OF THE L.S. (c) ALUMNAE, if present. L.S. at close of final chorus: Sisters, let us greet our new sister(s), and welcome her (them) into the bonds of our order. should regulate our lives, mould our thoughts and
purify our deeds,¢ÃÂÂ the C.R. steps to the candidate's left side, takes her left arm and indicates by gentle pressure that she is to kneel just as the L.S, says "Kneeling then at Love's Shrine." C.R. assists candidate in placing her right hand on her heart and left hand on the Bible, sees that her dress is not caught on her heels. Every time the Initiation
Room (the Temple of Wisdom ) is prepared for initiation NEW candles are used. With her blessing, you will understand what I. To embody the virtues, to which our hearts amid these sacred walls have now turned, is to be the effort of our lives. After getting the loving cup: the Cupbearer steps inside the circle WITHOUT BREAKING IT by going under
the arms of two members. Love is gentle, long-suffering, patient. If Chapter does not have these, sheets may be used to cover the tables. (8) The loving cup is filled with grape juice (not too close to the So, the spill is avoided) and p acute in a small table on a small table outside the beginning circle. S.C., C.R., and C.T. All members of Alumnae and
Colegiate, with the exception of new initiates, completing the COPA service for the members initiated previously when it reaches the national official (s) or the sir If the national official (s) is not present, CupBearer offers the thais for chapter officers after L.S. starting with S.R. The glass is offered by the last of all to the new ones. and robberies
removed. (3) The necessary articles for the beginning ceremony are: 5 tables of uniform size 5 covers table (see Instruction No.5 below) 5 Altar covers 15 candles 15 Candle holders 1 pillow and ls Bible of sanctuary pillow cover with triangle badge and colors. Speaking instead of just reading, all the pieces of officers increase the efficacy, not only for
beginners, but for all members who are not blinded along the service and can see the interest of the officer in rendering his reading effectively. L.S.: You will now go on your knees. The number thus initially started from one once depends on how many can be conveniently in a semicircle before L.S. Ideally, no more than six to nine should be initiated
without closing with the ceremony of glasses, because with many the load loses its efficacy. C.T.: High power sits on your throne, a queen with surrounded eyebrow. That they always remember: "" The perfect beginning is the divine right of each promise ... ". The candles are placed far enough for the sanctuary, then no um ¡Absolutely no danger of
the initiate in contact with them. After all they are inserted in the circle, which gradually expanded to include the new member (s), LS takes their place among the officers behind of the sanctuary of love. She may also want to remember the candidate that the questions will be made RS RS od olucrÃc od roder oa evom es reraebpoC O .ridep mes
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